AWARDS FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE

Dr Vincent Wheatley
School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering

The School of Psychology
Associate Professor Blake McKimmie, Associate Professor Barbara Mesa, Associate Professor Mark Howard

COMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE

Associate Professor Matt McDonald
School of Political Science and International Studies

UQ Drama
School of Communication and Arts
Dr Stephen Carless, Dr Bernadette Cochrane, Associate Professor Rob Penfold

AWARDS FOR PROGRAMS THAT ENHANCE LEARNING

UQ Critical Thinking Project
School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry

Associate Professor Deborah Brown, Peter Elterman, Dr Dorothy Nguye,
First-Year Chemistry Teaching Team
School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences

Associate Professor Gwendolyn Lawrie, Dr Derek Adams, Dr Andrew Allsbrook, Fiona Althoff, Dr Sue Bennett, Associate Professor Janine Blackfield, Dr Alice Carly, Professor Jamie De Vos, Tanya Fair, Professor Mary Gannon, Honour Akin, Dr Epifania Karmonola, Associate Professor Afzal Kassim, Dr Ying-ying Lai, Stephen McDonald, Associate Professor Mark Riley, David Rosolen, Dr Philip Shaphe

UQ Three Minute Thesis
UQ Graduate School
Professor Stephan Riek, Belinda Bern, Kate Swanson, Selina Weller, Amanda Lee, Claire Backhouse

COMMENTS FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO STUDENT LEARNING

2016 UQ TEACHING FELLOWS

Dr Morgan Brigg
School of Political Science and International Studies

Dr Michaela Kelly
School of Medicine

Dr Jennifer Schafer
School of Psychology

Associate Professor Alice Babington
School of Music

Michael Dickson
School of Architecture

Professor Michael Drinkwater
School of Mathematics and Physics

Associate Professor Nancy Sturman
School of Agriculture and Food Sciences

Professor Susanne Schmidt
School of Medicine

Dr Marion Towbin
School of Nursing and Midwifery

Mr Yumei Zhu
UQ Business School

CITATIONS FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO STUDENT LEARNING

Dr Frederique Bracoud
School of Economics

Dr Lisa Fitzgerald
School of Public Health

Dr Moira Hartley
UQ Business School

Dr Poh Wah Hiklck
School of Mathematics and Physics

2015 UQ TEACHING FELLOWS

Dr Michaela Kelly
School of Medicine

Dr Jennifer Schafer
School of Psychology

Associate Professor Nancy Sturman
School of Agriculture and Food Sciences

Professor Michael Drinkwater
School of Mathematics and Physics

Associate Professor Alice Babington
School of Music

Michael Dickson
School of Architecture

Professor Michael Drinkwater
School of Architecture

Professor Susanne Schmidt
School of Medicine

Dr Marion Towbin
School of Nursing and Midwifery

Mr Yumei Zhu
UQ Business School

COMMENTS FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO STUDENT LEARNING

Dr Prasad Chunduri
School of Biomedical Sciences

Dr Sarah Kelly
UQ Business School

Dr Kristy Nicola
School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences

Great teachers inspire their students – who then go on to achieve, inspire others, and become active alumni with a willingness to give back. The linchpin of this success is our committed teachers.
The University of Queensland is proud to celebrate academics who have been recognised by their peers and students for their teaching. We thank them for their dedicated and enthusiastic commitment to our students.